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1) One person starts with the 

equipment balance on them. One 

by one pupils take it in turns to 

run out and collect one piece of 

equipment. Winning team is the 

team that collects all the 

equipment first. 

 

 

 

2) Place bean bags/ balls or cones in a hoop for the pupils to collect one 

pupil and one item at a time. 

Winning team is the team that 

collects all the equipment from 

their hoop first. 

 

3) Pupils take it in turns to run out 

and around the top cone and back 

to their team doing various 

challenges; - 

* Relay baton. 

* Side stepping 

* Hopping 

* Egg and spoon. 

* Bean bag on head, between knees etc… 

* Dribbling a football, bouncing a basketball, carrying a ball etc… 

* Crawling like a crab on hands and feet with or without carrying a 

bean bag on stomach. 

* Crawling like a cat on hands and feet with or without a bean bag on 

back. 

* Any other relay ideas that are safe and appropriate. 
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1) Skittle ball – Split the group into two teams and place two skittles 

(opposite ends of the court) in the middle of a circle of cones.

Aim of the game is to score more points than the opposition by 

knocking over their skittle. Only 1 player is allowed to be the goal 

keeper who is allow in the circle area.  

The game can be played with Netball, Basketball or Football ball skills. 

No contact is allowed between players. A soft ball can be used and 

more than one skittle in the goal.

2) Skittle bowling Players knock down skittles by 

throwing the balls at the skittles. Points are 

scored for knocking skittles down, and the winner 

is the team with the highest score. 
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1) Try spinning the hula hoop around the following body parts; - 

*Arms left then right or both arms together! 

*Feet – Left then right 

*Stomach/hips 

* Turning the hula hoop over the head and  

then stepping over the hula hoop (like a skipping rope) 

 

2) Place 4-8 hoops on the floor in a zig zag shape and step through them like tyres 

– start walking then try jogging through / high knees/ heal flicks/side steps etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Try rolling the hula hoop - out to a partner to catch / out as far as you (place hand 

flat on top of the hula hoop and push forwards) / spinning the hula hoop out to roll 

back to you (hold the top hula hoop out and throw it forwards to roll out and then 

roll back to you). 
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 If there are limited skipping ropes or pupils struggle to pass the rope over 

their head and under their feet, these types of skipping shown above and 

below can all be done as ‘air skipping’ with no rope included just imagine there 

is a rope and copy the lead jumper or two people can turn the rope for the 

jumper. 

1) Alternate foot bounce. 

 

 

 

 

2) Two footed bounce. 

 

 

 

 

3) One footed bounce. 

 

 

 

 

4) Two person two footed bounce. 

 

 

 

5) Group jump rope – one or more 

people jumping the rope turned by 

two people at the side. 
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The Skipping Challenge - #MakeYourMove 
Dust off your old skipping rope and do your heart some good 

SKIPPING 

One minute of skipping a day gives you all the health benefits of increasing both your fitness 
and coordination. 

Boxers are big fans of the jump rope to improve their fancy footwork, Rocky Balboa didn’t 
get that good in the ring just by running up stairs. 

This challenge will get your feet moving, your head working and your lungs pumping. 

Depending on your fitness you should try to skip for at least one minute each day to feel the 
benefits. Increase this as you start to feel less out of breath each day. 

 

Your Why 

Aim To skip rope for a minute working up to 5 minutes (at least). 

Benefits Skipping properly uses big and small muscles, and improves good hand-eye 

coordination. It’s all about movement, so you should feel like you’re increasing your 

heart rate and challenging yourself. 

Goal As you progress through the steps, see how long you can skip for. For the first ten days, 

aim to skip continuously for one minute, then increase the time as you start to see your 

fitness improve. Move onto skipping with one foot and make it more challenging by 

going faster or lifting your feet higher. 

Next 

steps 

Increase the time that you skip by two minutes every week. You can also find some 

longer ropes and get friends involved. When there are more than three of you, you can 

have multiple people jumping through, progressing to two ropes when you’re feeling 

brave. Remember how good at it you used to be at school? 

Your daily routine 
 

Step 1 

 Jump over the rope with both feet at a medium pace, bouncing 
on the balls of your feet 

 Keep your ankle and knee joints loose to absorb the impact. 

 Keep it as one fluid movement instead of two small hops. 

 Increase the speed of the rope using your hands, which increases the speed at which you 
jump. 
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Build up to 1 minute in the first 10 days. When you feel comfortable, increase the time to 2 
minutes, then 3, then 4 then 5. When you are skipping for 5 minutes move onto Step 2. 

 

Step 2 

 Once you feel confident with the rope, it’s time to move onto a 
slightly more difficult technique that will raise your heartbeat 
even more. 

 Instead of jumping with both feet, move on to bouncing from one foot to the other. 

 Time the rope to pass underneath you as you switch feet, almost as if you’re jogging on the 
spot. 

Build up to 1 minute in the first few days. When you feel comfortable, increase the time to 2 
minutes, then 3, then 4 then 5. When you are skipping for 5 minutes move onto Step 3. 

 

Step 3 

 Once you’re able to skip moving from one foot to the other, see if 
you can lift your feet higher. 

 Do this by kicking your heels slightly higher towards your back on each jump. 

 This should feel you are working your body harder and will feel more intense. 

Build up to 5 minutes then move onto Step 4. 

 

Step 4 

 Now combine your higher feet with a faster pace to really get 
your heart pumping and your fitness level up. 

If 5 minutes starts to feel easy, keep increasing the time. 
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